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Matriculation – a welcome to what? 
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The handshake – a ritual passing to what? 
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2005  Elected rector 
 

  ”By giving each of you a personal handshake I confirm that you are now a 

part of ’Universitas’ – the community from the Middle Ages which has survived 

for 526 years”  

 
 
Welcome to :  

’universitas’ – community of researchers and students 
 

Education as:  
a voyage of discovery – not charter or business  
 

Ideal of Learning   
curiousity, involvement in the educational institution and larger society. 
Participation as moral obligation.  

 
 
 Student as independent explorer; co-owner; co-citizen 
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2006 Appointed rector 
  
”In a moment I start the race – your studies. Not with a pistol but with a handshake … 

Ready, Steady, Go!” 
 

 
Welcome to:  

a global race for knowledge and education 
 

Education as: 
race and competition 
Copenhagen uni offers ’good coaches’ and ’good training facilities’ 
 

Ideal of learning (implicit): 
creativity, entrepreneurship, individualism –  
efficient and at high speed 
 

 
 Student as private investor; customer/consumer;  knowledge soldier; 
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Two-fold ambition of the study 
 

 
• To explore how ‘the student’ – as a contested figure in a period of reform -  

is negotiated and enacted in diverse pedagogical, institutional and 
political settings. 
 
 
 

• To develop a theoretical and methodological framework for working with 
issues of reform, policy and processes of change as objects of 
anthropological enquiry. 
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Diachronic and synchronic approaches 
 
Historically 

 
› Policy documents, media debates and   

historical accounts from 19th century until the present 
 

 
Ethnographically 

 
› Activities of politically active students  

 
› Three natural science courses at 3 different Danish universities 

 
› Interviews with students, tutors and university leaders 

 
› Meetings,  social events, immatriculation, policy documents, media debates etc. 
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University reform and student participation in:  
 

 
 
 

 
 

’own learning’ 

’university’ 

’Society’ 

 /general ed. 

policy 
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Participation – a relational concept 
 

 
           ’Deltagelse’ (participation) 
                Participation    
           ’Medbestemmelse’ (co-determination/  

    participation in decision-making) 
 
 

 
 
        An activity/process 

         Be/take part of/ 
 in particular 
 world    An (immagined) community 
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Approaches to policy/the study of reform 

1. Focus on larger and general tendencies 
Discourses, political rationalities (Rose, Dean, Foucault)  
social imaginaries  (Rizvi), policy scapes (Ball) 
 
 
 
The Governmentality-triade:  rationality-technology-subjectivity 
 
 
Pitfalls: 
Change/reform as inevitable outcome of abstract, non-locatable 

imperatives: e.g. global processes of ’neo-liberalism ’or ’New Public  
Management’ 
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Anthropology of Policy 
.2  Focus on ’local’ practices: 
     Processes of policy ’appropriation’ (Sutton & Levinson) 

    Ascribes agency to people  
 

    Pitfalls: 
  produces ’policy’ as a pre-given thing people re-act  to 

  ’policy’ assigned a too dominant role in people’s  lives 
 restricts focus to explicit policy negotiations and the ’policy-makers’ 
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My approach: ’Figuration Work’ 

Figure 

Friction World-
making 
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Figuration Work 
› Not fieldwork on the ’inside’ of a (pre-)given world; rather focus on constant 

production /negotiation of different figures. 
 

› Intersection of people’s figure production and my analyses 
 

› Ontological politics (A. Mol) 
 

Frictional events 
 

› A process of differentiation through which figures take form as part of particular  
’wholes’ / ’worlds’ 
 

› ”the awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities of interconnection across 
difference” (Tsing) 
 

› Events of disputes, conflicts, ambivalence etc (Moore, Gluckman,  Kapferer, 
Foucault) 
 

› Larger processes integral  to the frictional event – event always points beyond 
itself 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ontological politics – the enactment of contested and unequally supported realities.Annemarie Mol(in Actor Network Theory and After, 1999, pages 74-75) describes�"Ontological politics as a composite term. It talks of ontology - which in standard philosophical thinking defines what belongs to the real, the conditions of possibility we live with. If the term ontology is defined with that of politics, then this suggests that the conditions of possibility are not given. �That reality does not precede the mundane practices in which we interact with it, but is rather shaped within these practices." �and that the term politics refers to this shaping.��The politics then of 'whats real'.�And of what 'reals' are enacted.�opens the discussion to consider the multiple realities that are being enacted, concurrently.Frictional events  involves what Marilyn Strathern has described as cut/extension in the sense that a figure emerges as different from but therefore also in relation and comparison to other figures!�Friction: - energy, production, not just slowing down- With the notion of friction I want to signal that there need not be one ’coherent total policy order ’ or ’hegemonic N-L power’ against which a given action is a protest. There may indeed be manifold competing logics which are not settled but which appear and are re-articulated through friction at different times and in different situations. Tsing was inspired by the talk in the 1990s about friction-free capitalism and the quest to obtain an extremely efficient market – so in this sense the notion points to the question of capitalism that also underpin much of current debates about the reforms of universities. Friction addresses the ’sticky’ and ’awkward’ engagements, the vicissitudes and contingent aspects of encounters.e.g. when the same word is attributed different meanings by different people; when people with opposing views quarrel; when ambivalence is apparent in a person’s attitude or conduct; or when people openly protest against particular political initiatives!Events – I use this to emphasise the localised and situated character of the frictions.the event is an emergent, productive and vitalizing phnomenonDanger of using ’events’ as ’apt illustrations’ of an existing structure or system�Provides a certain virtue and capacity to act – a domain of latency and potentiality (virtual) 
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Figure /figuration and world-making 
 

 
• Figure – both noun/entity and verb /process 

 
 

• Appears as absolute entitity – but relative to its assembled components 
and to other figures  figuration 
 
 

• The power of figures: do not just contain but shape ‘worlds’  or ‘wholes’ 
of/in which the student is/takes part. 
 

• Figuration  - a way of ’scaling’ the student 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a process of figuration – of (dis)assembling different components to a  ’conceptual whole’” I learned early that the imaginary and the real figure each other in concrete fact, and so Itake the actual and the figural seriously as constitutive of lived material-semiotic worlds” (Haraway p. 2)they cannot be literal and self-identical. Figures must involve at least some kind of displacement that can trouble identifications and certainties.” (11)‘implosion of subjects and objects and of the natural and artificial’“For whom does Onco Mouse TM live and die? If s/he is a figure in the strong sense, then s/he collects up the whole people. S/he is significant” (113)
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The status and choice of frictional events 
 
1. Student protests against 2006 welfare reform proposal  

 
  Students’ participation in the shaping of national education politics and   

   Danish society  
  
  

 
2. Chinese students’ complaint to Minister (2005) 

 
  Students’ participation in the shaping of their university   
  

 
 

3. Friction between the student, Kathrine and the teacher, Niels 
 
  Students’ participation in the shaping of their education and learning  
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to choose ’events’:Danger that events become mere examples of a structure (Gluckman)Sally Falk moore: ’diagnostic events’ –  points to  central conflicts and a coming future – disclose particular dynamics and reveal central ongoing contests and conflicts�explore the struggles that construct orders and the actions that undo them!�I do not believe in a ’privileged or golden moment’ which can disclose the true nature of a particular process of reform.My approach:Point of departure in one frictional eventThis event points to central questions which I then explore further by discussing other related events, practices and keywords.��
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University reform and student participation in:  
 

 
 
 

 
 

’own learning’ 

’university’ 

’Society’ 

 /general ed. 

policy 
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Student figures in friction 

Acquisitive  learner 

 ↭  

Inquisitive learner 

Student-as-citizen  

 ↭  

Student-as-such 

Co-owner  

↭  

Customer 
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The student as part of/participant in  

Integrative wholes 
     
› The person embodies the whole  
      
  
› Ownership as ’part-whole’ relation  

 
› Sense of belonging, common identity 

 
 

› The person unseparable from the 
whole    
 
 

 ’Impartible participation’ 
   

Aggregative wholes/ Unity of units 
 
› the person is autonomous and set apart 

from others 
 

› ownership as ’subject- object’ relation 
 

› rights, illegal/legal conduct, and a 
person or groups mastering of a thing 
 

› the person is separable from the thing 
owned 
 
 
 ’Autonomous/partible Participation’
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From deconstruction to  
affirmation of the positivity of difference ?   

 
 
 
“Figuration is about resetting the stage for possible pasts and futures. 
Figuration is the mode of theory when the more ‘normal’ rhetorics of 
systematic critical analysis seem only to repeat and sustain our 
entrapment in the stories of the established disorders”” (Haraway) 
 
 

 
 Figuration work:  

create  (policy)space for multiple figures and constant process of 
transformation? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Figuration is about resetting the stage for possible pasts and futures. Figuration is the mode of theory when the more ‘normal’ rhetorics of systematic critical analysis seem only to repeat and sustain our entrapment in the stories of the established disorders” (ecce home p86)[min pointe folk ‘figurerer’ selv, hele tiden, figurer ikke stabile – a revolutionary potentiality]Haraway identificerer fænomener eller figurer der er opstået indenfor ’kulturens rammer men samtidig har evnen til at pege ud over disse [hun står ikke selv uden for disse – men ser figurer som middel til at rive sig løs af rammerne, udøve kritik]Cyborgen er netop en figur som overskrider sociale skel ml natur og kultur, mand og kvinde, lpi og original. � det er teoretikerens opgave netop at vise at skellene er konstruerede, de er historisk betingede og foranderlige. ´Men vi skal vel mere end det???BraidottiTænker figuration I forlænglese af Haraway – ikke som en negative kritik og dekonstruktion af konstruerede kategorier men bruger figuration til “… affirmation of the positivity of difference, meant as a multiple and constant process of transformation (s. 111) – Deleuze inspiredfigurations stand for ‘a politically informed account of an alternative subjectivity’… ‘that are not caught in a mimetic relationship to dominant scientific discourses (Braidotti 1994: 1,75Thus figurations unavoidably fail, if read literally rather than figuratively.the child accrues power and value across its multiple figurations �[er det frugtbart at identificere en ’kritisk figur’ og følge dens forskellige fremtrædelsesformer? – lidt som Castañeda gør med ’the child’]Stine Adrian (2006, 97 [?? 37]) kritiserer begrebet ‘figuration’ for not providing any explanation of concrete processes or the changes that fail to stabilize them. Forbliver en ret abstract beskrivelse af begrebet.Could one – in terms of policy-making and not just academic analysis - call for a kind of feminist politics that could embrace ’partial, contradicotry, permanently unclosed constructions of personal and collective selves’ (s. 105)Could one take seriously the student as a multiple figure?HUSK ANNA TSING’s forslag ift min ph.d. 
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